October 2015:- Our Changing World. High Solar Activity. California's Growing
Renewable Energy Market. Sun and Fracking Caused Earthquakes. Chile 8.3
Aftershocks. Power Knocked Out. Be Happy – for Others. Stand Your Ground.

California's Growing Renewable Energy Market
Not an advertisement. We just thought you would find this interesting.
Solar Wind Energy Tower Actively Pursuing California's Growing Renewable Energy Market
Opportunity. We found this article interesting from the stand point that California has set
standard to be met.
Solar Wind Downdraft
Tower structures capable
of producing abundant,
inexpensive electricity to
meet the world's increasing
demand, announced that
given California's recent
legislation requiring energy
companies to buy 50% of
their power from
renewable sources by
2030, the Company and its
a wholly owned subsidiary,
Arizona Green Power LLC (AGP), are diligently pursuing the California energy market through
the compliance process that will enable us to aggressively pursue Power Purchase
Agreements (PPA's) for long term supply of power to accredited purchasers, which will
support the financing of the project in San Luis, Arizona. You can read more here.

Speaking of Solar, check this out...
High Solar Activity & Potentially Fracking Caused Earthquakes
Sun Spot AR2422 is crackling
with activity and we have been
receiving many alert messages
over the last week. Most
activity is in the C and M class
range however NOAA
forecasters estimate a 25%
chance of powerful X-class
solar flares could occur soon.
Aside from the stupidity of Big Business and its drive for profits regardless of the damage
it does to the planet, potentially with fracking and such practices, there is another
influence that appears to have a lot to do with earthquakes.

The Sun.
Mainstream science is slow to concur with this idea, but there appears to be some evidence
that earthquakes on Earth are somehow associated with activity on the sun, appearing to
occur within a 14-day window either side of a CME or solar storm or something to do with
coronal holes, similar to the one show above.

Fracking Earthquakes “Appear” To Be A Thing, Says Oil And Gas Lobbying
Organization
The internet has been buzzing with
news that several oil and gas
producing US states are finally
responding to the issue of fracking
earthquakes — but don’t hold your
breath for any significant regulatory
shift. These particular states are
organized under the banner of the
appropriately named States First
Initiative, which launched in 2013 to
lobby against tighter federal regulation
of oil and gas operations.

More info here.

Thirteen States Release Joint Report on Seismic Activity
http://www.oilandgas360.com/thirteen-states-release-joint-report-on-seismic-activity/

StatesFirst Report
Covers Effects from
Disposal Wells, NOT
Hydraulic Fracturing
StatesFirst, a joint initiative led by
the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact
Commission (IOGCC) and the
Ground Water Protection Council
(GWPC), has released guidance and
findings related to reports of
induced seismicity in oil and gas
drilling regions.
A total of 13 states partnered in the
project, including Oklahoma, where
the current average rate of
earthquakes is approximately 600
times historical averages. Michael
Teague, Secretary of Energy and
Environment for the state of
Oklahoma, said several states were
trying different methods in an
attempt to identify the reason for
the quakes.
“At this point, the seismologists, have come to the conclusion that these earthquakes really are related
to disposal wells,” said Teague in an exclusive interview with Oil & Gas 360®. “Nobody is really sure
of the exact aspect, whether it be volume, rates, location, or depth. It’s probably a combination of
several of those things.” …..

Two Earthquakes Knock Out Power To Parts Of Cushing
CUSHING, Oklahoma Plagued by several recent earthquakes, now there is a new concern for the town of Cushing keeping the power supply up and running.
Two quakes Thursday night knocked people into the dark. News 9 reported it as breaking
news, and now we know exactly why these quakes triggered the outage.

The Big 8.3 in Chile +
Indonesia, Canada and Nevada: Earthquakes 24-30 September 2015
September 16th’s M8.3
Chilean earthquake
reverberations continued
this week.
The reverberations of
September 16th’s M8.3
Chilean earthquake
continued this week,
although they’re dying
away. Of the seismic
events recorded on the
United States Geological
Survey’s real time
earthquake map, which
includes tremors of all magnitudes in the US and its territories and those of at least magnitude 4
(≥M4.0) elsewhere, 60 of the 166 ≥M4.0 were aftershocks to the main event.
The largest of these clocked a mere M6.2, more than two magnitudes smaller than the mainshock and,
given that the magnitude scale is logarithmic, less than 100th of its actual size. Nevertheless, it ranked
as the second largest earthquake of the week, one of three ≥M6.0 to appear on the map.....More

M6.6 Indonesia
M5.5 Earthquake in Canada
US Earthquakes: Nevada

There May Be Water Flowing on Mars.
But is there intelligent life on Earth?

DRUG BOUGHT BY STARTUP JUMPS TO $750: A drug commonly used to treat lifethreatening parasitic infections has jumped in price from $13.50 to $750 per tablet after
being acquired by a pharmaceutical startup run by a former hedge fund manager. The 62year-old drug, Daraprim, was acquired by Turing Pharmaceuticals earlier this year. It’s price
jump is one of a series of increases for everything from Hepatitis drugs to generics after
acquisition by companies that rebrand them by “specialty drugs,” The New York Times
reports. Physicians worry that the increase may lead doctors to prescribe less costly but less
effective remedies.

Be happy for others...
I realized something the other day. I realized that a shift happened in my life when I changed the
emotions that I let live inside of me. When I allowed myself to harbor jealousy, anger, and
frustration I wasn't able to produce any results. When I switched to peace, happiness, and
motivation, everything began to flow.
There are people on your same level or in your same occupation. They are getting some
opportunities that you aren't getting. Things seem to be going their way based on their
Facebook posts and conversation. How do you feel about it? Are you jealous? Does it make
you angry? Do you get down on yourself? Be honest with yourself because you're all you
have. Check those emotions.
I once would get upset when I saw things like that. I would ask God "why not me?" I would be
frustrated and down on myself. Now I say, "God bless em. I happy for em. I'm glad they are in
their season. I know my season is coming and I just hope they will be ok when they are
watching me shine in my purpose. Hating hurts and I thank God I'm not a hater." I switched
from being a hater to feeling sorry for haters. I realize that switch unlocked my potential.
Practice being happy for others. Go through the motions until it becomes natural. Process it.
Remind yourself that your time is coming. And that everything for you is for you. And no one
can have your blessings. Don't be jealous, be inspired and motivated!
Best,
Tony A. Gaskins Jr.

"Nothing can stop the man with the right mental attitude from achieving his
goal."
Thomas Jefferson: Third President of the United States

Stand your Ground
Q: What did one skunk say to the other skunk when the hunter came over the hill with a
gun?
A: "Let us spray."

The Survival Center Blog
Some of the current listed blog items with more added each week.
Garage Sales, Estate Sales, Yard Sales.... Treasures to be found


























Part 2. Egg Sucking Chicken Killers
Egg Sucking Chicken Killers
Free Newsletter September Edition
Wildfires- Smoke and your lungs
Waking Up
Free Newsletter August Edition
Free Newsletter June Edition
Free Newsletter July Edition
Invitation to Create a Better World.
Summer Equals Abundance
Edible Wild Plants- Dandelions
No Money or not much - What Now?
Edible Wild Plants - Lamb's Quarters
Edible Wild Plants - Pigweed
Iodine - Why you may need more of and are probably deficient in iodine.
Greece Debt Collapse
The Great Outdoors
Water
Earthquakes- When the Earth Moves are you ready?
8 Reasons to stock up on Respirators and Dust masks
What's in your vaccine?
Why Freeze Dried Food?
Generators- Got to run
Edible wild Plants- Miners Lettuce
Huge Solar Blast- Killshot missed earth








Starting Seeds Indoors
Edible Wild Plants- Stinging Nettles
Seed Germination Test 03 2015
Need to evacuate? Be Ready ! Here is how.
March Newsletter 2015
February Free Newsletter 2015

The Survival Center on Facebook
If you go to our face book page and “like” us, we are supposed to get some
brownie points somewhere, at least that is what our tech people say!?
It is very important for you to have a plan. The best person to look out for you is you.

Disclaimer
Please note that The Survival Center obtains much of the information used in our classes, presentations, and newsletters from articles, both public media and non-public sources.
We provide this information about things going on around the world and within the USA from sources that are considered reliable. However please understand that it is sometimes impossible to provide
detailed sources for much of this information. We suggest you check it out for yourself before making any decisions.
The Survival Center shall have neither liability nor responsibility to any person or entity with respect to any loss or damage caused or alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by this information. The
contents of this newsletter, web page or web site have not been evaluated by the FDA. Nothing reported in this web page, newsletter or site is intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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